CHANGES AND ADDITIONS
TO BULLETINS
1082 (ISSUE 2), 1088 (ISSUE 2), 1100 (ISSUE 2) AND 1117 (ISSUE 2)
PARTS - TYPING REPERFORATOR
(MODEL 14)

The 95476 platen (assem.) - with (103538 insert) has been replaced by a
two-piece platen, consisting of a 111602 platen insert (brass) and a 111603 platen
(plastic), both of which are needed with old style platen block.

The 95477 platen block has been redesigned but retains its original
number. The new style 95477 platen block illustrated above, eliminates the need
for the 111602 platen insert (brass), since a shoulder is provided in the platen
block to support the plastic platen.

The new style platen block is interchangeable with the old.

Number 111602 platen insert (brass) is still available for use with old
style platen blocks.

Number 111603 platen (plastic) may be used with new or old style platen
blocks.